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Abstract
The collision-free velocity model is a microscopic pedestrian model, which despite its sim-
plicity, reproduces fairly well several self-organization phenomena in pedestrian dynamics.
The model consists of two components: a direction sub-model that combines individual
desired moving direction and neighbour’s influence to imitate the process of navigating in
a two-dimensional space, and an intrinsically collision-free speed sub-model which controls
the speed of the agents with respect to the distance to their neighbors.
This paper generalizes the collision-free velocity model by introducing the influence of
walls and extending the distance calculations to velocity-based ellipses. Besides, we intro-
duce enhancements to the direction sub-module of the model that smooth the direction
changes of pedestrians in the simulation; a shortcoming that was not visible in the original
model due to the symmetry of the circular shapes. Moreover, the introduced improvements
mitigate backward movement, leading to a more realistic distribution of pedestrians espe-
cially in bottleneck scenarios.
We study by simulation the effects of the pedestrian’s shape by comparing the funda-
mental diagram in narrow and wide corridors. Furthermore, we validate our enhancements
to the direction sub-model for bottleneck experiments with varying exit’s width.
Keywords: Collision-free velocity model, pedestrian dynamics, dynamical ellipse,
fundamental diagram, validation
1. Introduction
Nowadays, the scale of crowd activities is getting bigger with the constant increase of
the world population and the convenience of transport. Although these events usually are
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carefully planned before they are held, the probability of accidents cannot be neglected,
especially when the number of participants is considerably high. Besides, in some complex
buildings, such as train stations, airports, stadiums, commercial malls, crowd density can be
relatively high, in particular during rush hours. For increasing the comfort and usability of
these facilities, simulations of pedestrian dynamics may help during the design of buildings
and even after their construction to identify potential bottlenecks and mitigate their effects
[1, 2, 3].
In general, models used to describe pedestrian dynamics can be categorized as macro-
scopic models, mesoscopic models and microscopic models. Macroscopic models [4, 5, 6, 7]
rely on aggregated quantities e.g. density, velocity and flow to describe pedestrian dynam-
ics. The intermediate scale between the other two classes is mesoscopic models [8, 9, 10, 11]
which borrows the idea from kinetic theory to describe the crowds as systems of probability
density functions for ‘active particles’. Generally speaking, microscopic models consider each
pedestrian’s movement individually, mesoscopic models describe their motion in stochastic
continuum while macroscopic models deal with the averaged performances.
The model proposed in this paper belongs to the microscopic model category. We will
introduce this class in detail in the following.
Compared to macroscopic and mesoscopic models, microscopic models are often more
complex and may be computationally expensive, but can represent the behaviour of pedes-
trians in more details. After more than 50 years of development, many kinds of microscopic
models exist in the literature. Most of the models can reproduce fairly well several collective
phenomena in pedestrian dynamics [2]. We can distinguish between cellular automate mod-
els [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] (0th order models), velocity models [17, 18, 19, 20] (1st order models)
and force-based models [21, 22, 23, 24] (2nd order models). While the former models are dis-
crete in space and computationally fast, the later models are continuous in space and hence
are easier to use in complex geometries. Whether continuous models are computationally
expensive depends not only on the order of the model, but also on its definition. However,
generally speaking, first-order models are less expensive since their numerical solution in-
volves only one integration step, while two integration steps are required for second-order
models. Furthermore, highest discretisation levels generally require stronger smallness con-
ditions for the simulation time step to get numerical stability. In this paper, we focus on
the extension of the collision-free velocity model introduced in [18].
The collision-free velocity model (CVM) [18] is a velocity-model, composed of a speed and
a direction sub-models. Unlike most force-based models, CVM, being a first-order model, is
per definition collision-free.
In this paper, we extend the CVM by considering the influence of walls and integrating
two extensions for the minimal model. First, we change the shape of agents from circle to
dynamical ellipse. In the original model, circles are used to express the projection of the
pedestrian’s body on the two-dimensional plane. However, many references and researches
indicate that dynamical ellipse can represent pedestrian’s shape more accurately since the
space a pedestrian occupies is influenced by the length of the legs during the motion and the
lateral swaying of the body [22]. Therefore, we generalize CVM by extending the distance
calculation to velocity-based ellipse and compare the simulation results with the original
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model (circles). After introducing the first extension, an unnatural “shaking” was observed
during the simulation, which is caused by the zero-order direction sub-model for the direc-
tion. We propose a new first-order direction sub-model, designed to smooth the direction
changes of pedestrians in the simulation.
For the sake of completeness, we briefly introduce the original CVM in section 2. The
generalization of the model from circle-based to a ellipse-based definition and the new direc-
tion sub-model are given in section 3. In section 4, the comparison between the simulation
results of a circle and a velocity-based ellipse is given and the performances of new direction
sub-model are compared to the original CVM. Finally, we give a summary of the extensions
and discuss limitations of the model as well as future research directions in the concluding
section 5.
2. Collision-free velocity model
In the original model, the moving direction and velocity of each pedestrian are updated
at each time step. Moving direction of a pedestrian is obtained by superposing the influence
of the surrounding pedestrians and the desired moving direction. The value of the speed
depends on the minimum spacing in the moving direction. In figure 1 (borrowed from [18]),
pedestrians are modeled as circles with constant diameter `. Xi, Xj and Xk are positions of
pedestrians i, j and k. The original CVM is described as
X˙i(Xi, Xj, . . . ) = Vi(Xi, Xj, . . . ) · ~ei(Xi, Xj, . . . ), (1)
where Vi is the speed of pedestrian i and ~ei is the moving direction.
Figure 1: Notations used in the collision-free velocity model. ` is the size of agents, Xi, Xj and Xk are
positions of pedestrians, ~ei is the moving direction of pedestrian i and Vi is the moving speed, si,j and si,k
are distances between the centers of pedestrians, ~ei,j and ~ei,k and the unit vector from Xj and Xk to Xi.
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Moving direction ~ei is obtained from the direction sub-model
~ei(Xi, Xj, ...) = u1 ·
(
~e 0i +
∑
j∈Ni
R(si,j) · ~ei,j
)
, (2)
where u1 is a normalization constant such that ||~ei|| = 1, ~e 0i is the desired direction towards
a certain goal, Ni is the set containing all the neighbours of the pedestrian i, ~ei,j is the
unit vector from the center of the pedestrian j towards the center of the pedestrian i. The
function
R(si,j) = k · exp
(`− si,j
D
)
, (3)
is used to describe the influence that neighbours act on the moving direction of pedestrian
i. The strength coefficient k > 0 and the distance coefficient D > 0 calibrate the function
accordingly. As mentioned before, ` is the diameter of the circle used to represent the
pedestrians and si,j is the distance between the centers of pedestrian i and j.
After obtaining the moving direction ~ei, the speed model
Vi(si,j) = min
{
V 0i ,max
{
0,
si − `
T
}}
, (4)
is used to determine the scale of velocity Vi in the direction ~ei. In Eq. (4), V
0
i is the desired
speed of pedestrian i and
si = min
j∈Ji
si,j, (5)
is the distance between the center of pedestrian i and the center of the closet pedestrian in
front of pedestrian i, when pedestrian i moving in the direction ~ei. The definition of set Ji
in Eq. (5) is
Ji =
{
j, ~ei · ~ei,j ≤ 0 and
∣∣~e⊥i · ~ei,j∣∣ ≤ `si,j
}
, (6)
where ~e⊥i · ~ei = 0. Ji is the set of all pedestrians overlapping with the grey area in figure 1.
The only coefficient in the speed model is T > 0 which is used to adjust the gap between
pedestrians.
The above-mentioned definition of the CVM, describes specifically interactions among
pedestrians. However, the influence of walls and obstacles has been left from the definition
of the model. In this work, we close this gap by only considering straight walls. If the shape
of the wall in the simulation is irregular, then we will approximate it to a few straight walls.
In figure 2, Xi, ~ei and Vi have the same definitions as in figure 1. Besides, there are two
walls in the figure, wall v and w. Cv and Cw are the closest points in wall v and w to the
center of pedestrian i respectively. ~ei,v and ~ei,w are the unit vectors from Cv and Cw to Xi.
si,v and si,w are the distances from Cv and Cw to Xi. The angle between ~ei and −~ei,v is αv
and the angle between ~ei and −~ei,w is αw.
After introducing the influence of walls, the direction model becomes
~ei = u2 ·
(
~e 0i +
∑
j∈Ni
R(si,j) · ~ei,j +
∑
v∈Wi
Rw(si,v) · ~ei,v
)
, (7)
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Figure 2: Notations used in the collision-free velocity model when calculating the influence of walls. `, Xi,
~ei, Vi are the size, position, moving direction and moving speed of pedestrian i, Cv and Cw are the closest
points in wall v and w to Xi, ~ei,v and ~ei,w are the unit vectors from Cv and Cw to Xi, si,v and si,w are
the distances from Cv and Cw to Xi, αv is the angle between ~ei and −~ei,v, αw is the angle between ~ei and
−~ei,w.
where u2 is a normalization constant such that ||~ei|| = 1, Wi is the set of walls nearby
pedestrian i, and
Rw(si,v) = kw · exp
( `
2
− si,v
Dw
)
, (8)
where kw > 0 and Dw > 0 are used to calibrate the function accordingly.
In order to avoid overlaps of pedestrians with walls, walls should not only influence
pedestrian’s moving direction but also their speed. The expanded speed model is
Vi = min
{
V 0i ,max
{
0,
si − `
T
}
,max
{
0,
swi
T
}}
, (9)
where the definitions of si, `, T are same as in Eq. (4) and
swi = min
v∈JWi
si,v − `2
cosαv
, (10)
where JWi is the set containing all the walls in the moving direction of pedestrian i (grey
area in figure 2).
3. Generalization of the collision-free velocity model
In this section we introduce extensions of the CVM. We also show how every extension
influences the resulting dynamics and eventually enhances the simulation results.
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3.1. From circle to ellipse
We generalize the collision-free velocity model by extending the distance calculations
to velocity-based ellipses. The plane view of the pedestrian i’s body is represented by an
ellipse [25]. The major semi-axis ai and minor semi-axis bi of the ellipse represent the space
requirement in the direction of motion and along the shoulder axis respectively.
In [22] the semi-axis along the walking direction is defined as
ai = amin + τaVi, (11)
where Vi is the speed of pedestrian i, while amin > 0 and τa > 0 are two parameters.
The idea that the semi-axis of the ellipse along the walking direction vary with speed
is derived from the fact that the spacing a pedestrian needed in his/her moving direction
has a positive correlation with his/her speed [26]. This in turn is also the role of parameter
T which is defined in the speed sub-model to adjust the gap between agents. We conclude
that in our model T and τa model the same behavior of pedestrians even if their physical
interpretations are different.
This becomes apparent after performing a basic stability analysis of the model. Assuming
a steady-state one-dimensional system, we can derive from the speed sub-model in Eq. (4)
the following relation
Vsteady =
1/ρsteady − 2 · amin
T˜
, (12)
where Vsteady and ρsteady are the speed and the density of pedestrians flow in steady state,
and T˜ = T + 2τa. The parameter τa and the parameter T in speed sub-model have the same
influence on the dynamics. To confirm our assumption we perform numerically simulations
by varying these two parameters, while maintaining a constant value of T˜ . See figure 3.
In the spirit of Occam’s razor, we dispense with parameter τa and opt for a constant
semi-axis ai.
We can observe from figure 3 that although the values of τa are different in these simu-
lations, the results obtained are almost identical when T˜ is constant.
The other semi-axis along the shoulder axis bi is defined according to [22] as a linear
function:
bi = bmax − (bmax − bmin) Vi
V 0i
, (13)
with bmin is the minimal semi-width when pedestrian i reaches the desired velocity V
0
i and
bmax is the maximum semi-width reached when pedestrian i is not moving [22].
We found in simulations with the CVM that this linear relationship does not provide
satisfactory results. Hence we introduce a new non-linear function inspired by the observa-
tion that pedestrians often reduce their occupied space in the vertical direction of motion
by turning their body to walk faster and pass through narrow gaps that are smaller than
the width of their shoulder.
We set
bi = bmin +
bmax − bmin
1 + eβ·(Vi−γ)
, (14)
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Figure 3: The fundamental diagram obtained in 1D simulations with T˜ = 1.06.
which is a Sigmoid function, where the maximum semi-width bmax is equal to the half of a
static pedestrian’s width and bmin is equal to the half of a moving pedestrian’s minimum
width. Parameters β and γ are used to adjust the shape of the function. Figure 4 gives the
curves of the function for different parameter values.
After defining the semi-axes of the ellipse, we extend the distance calculations from
circle to velocity-based ellipse. See figure 5. The ellipses in full line describe non-moving
pedestrians, while the ellipses in the dashed line represent the pedestrians at the desired
velocity. di,j is the distance between ellipses used to represent pedestrian i and j, which is
defined as the distance between the borders of ellipses i and j, along a line connecting their
centers. di,v is the distance between the wall v and pedestrian i, which is defined as the
distance between the Cv (the closest points in wall v to the center of pedestrian i) and the
border of ellipse used to present pedestrian i, along a line connecting the center of pedestrian
i and Cv.
In the new equation of motion, the influence of the agents’ shape is added as follows:
The moving direction ~ei is calculated by Eq. (7), but the new definition of functions
R(di,j) = k · exp
(di,j
D
)
, Rw(di,v) = kw · exp
(di,v
Dw
)
, (15)
are used. Then the velocity Vi is obtained by
Vi = min
{
V 0i ,max
{
0,
di
T
}
,max
{
0,
dwi
T
}}
, (16)
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Figure 4: The new function of b with different β and γ, the left figure shows the curves of the function with
same γ = 0.1 but different β while the right figure shows the curves of the function with same β = 50 but
different γ.
Figure 5: Notations used in the collision-free velocity model after extending the distance calculations between
pedestrians from circle to velocity-based ellipse. di,j is the length of red segment and di,v is the length of
blue segment. Xi and Xj are positions of pedestrians, Cv is the closet point in wall v to Xi, Vi and Vj are
moving speeds of pedestrians, ~ei is the moving direction of pedestrian i, ~ei,j and ~ei,v are the unit vectors
from Xj and Cv to Xi, αv is the angle between ~ei and −~ei,v.
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where
di = min
j∈Ji
di,j, dwi = min
v∈JWi
di,v
cosαv
. (17)
Here Ji and JWi are the sets containing all pedestrians and walls in the direction of move-
ment (i.e. the pedestrians and walls overlap with the grey area in figure 5). We set the width
of the grey area to 2bmin in the case a of velocity-based ellipse. The comparison between the
models describing agents with different shapes is given in section 4.
3.2. New direction sub-model
After generalizing the model to ellipses, some unrealistic phenomena during simulation
become visible. First of all, backward movements occur very often, which is not realistic es-
pecially in evacuation scenarios. Second, an unnatural “shaking” appears during simulation,
which is due to a strong fluctuation of the ellipse’s orientation.
In the original model, the moving direction of pedestrian i is calculated by combining in-
dividual desire direction ~e 0i and the neighbours’ influence. Since the direction of neighbour’s
influence is from the center of pedestrians or closest point on the wall towards the center of
the pedestrian i, the influence can be divided into two parts, one is the projection on ~e 0i
and the other one is perpendicular to the projection part. The direction of the projection
part is the reason for backward movements. Actually, pedestrians hardly choose a moving
direction whose projection on ~e 0i is in the inverse direction of ~e
0
i . And the cause of the
“shaking” is that pedestrian turn to ~ei directly after calculation in the original model (0th
order model).
Therefore, our solution has two parts, the projection of neighbours influence on ~e 0i is
always equal to zero, and introducing a smoothing process (e.g. a relaxation process) in the
direction sub-model. Based on this idea, we propose a new direction sub-model as shown
in figure 6, where ~e 0i is the desired moving direction of the pedestrian i and ~ei is the actual
moving direction, ~e Ni,j and ~e
N
i,v are the new directions used to calculate the influence of the
pedestrians j and walls v act on pedestrian i respectively.
The new direction sub-model uses two steps to calculate the moving direction of a pedes-
trian. First, we use
~Ei = u3 ·
(
~e 0i +
∑
j∈Ni
R(di,j) · ~e Ni,j +
∑
v∈Wi
Rw(di,v) · ~e Ni,v
)
, (18)
to calculate the optimal moving direction of the pedestrian i, u3 is a normalization constant
such that || ~Ei|| = 1. The repulsive function R(di,j) and Rw(di,v) are given in Eq. (15) and
the definition of ~e Ni,j and ~e
N
i,v are
~e Ni,j =

~e 0⊥i if Cj > 0,
~e 0⊥i or − ~e 0⊥i if Cj = 0,
−~e 0⊥i if Cj < 0.
~e Ni,v =

~e 0⊥i if Cv > 0,
~e 0⊥i or − ~e 0⊥i if Cv = 0,
−~e 0⊥i if Cv < 0.
(19)
where
Cj = ~ei,j · ~e 0⊥i , Cv = ~ei,v · ~e 0⊥i . (20)
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Figure 6: Notations used in the new direction sub-model. the direction of influence from pedestrian j to
pedestrian i is vector represented by red chain line and the direction of influence from wall v to pedestrian
i is vector represented by the blue dashed line. Xi and Xj are positions of the pedestrians, Cv is the closet
point in wall v to Xi, ~e
0
i and ~ei are the desired moving direction and the actual moving direction of the
pedestrian i, ~ei,j and ~ei,v are the unit vectors from Xj and Cv to Xi, ~e
N
i,j and ~e
N
i,v are the directions used
to calculate the influence of the pedestrians j and walls v act on pedestrian i respectively.
Here, ~e 0⊥i is the vector obtained by rotating desired direction ~e
0
i for 90
◦ counterclockwise.
According to Eq. (19), influence from pedestrians and walls are decided not only by their
position but also by the desired moving direction of the pedestrian i. If the centers of
pedestrians or the closest points in walls to the center of the pedestrian i are located in the
left area to ~e 0i , the direction of influence is defined as right side perpendicular vector of ~e
0
i
and vice versa. It should be noticed that there might be an extremely rare case when Cj or
Cv is equal to zero. In this case, the influence direction is decided by multiple factors, e.g.
culture, gender. In order to simplify the model, the direction of influence is randomly chosen
from ~e 0⊥i and −~e 0⊥i in this case, corresponding to pedestrians avoiding front obstacles from
the sides.
Then, we introduce a new relaxation time parameter τ in the direction sub-model, which
is represented as
d~ei(t)
dt
=
~Ei(t)− ~ei(t)
τ
, (21)
where ~ei is the moving direction of the pedestrian i and ~Ei is the optimal moving direction
calculated via Eq. (18). In this step, we change the direction sub-module from zero-order to
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first-order, which does not change the global first-order property of the original CVM. By
adjusting τ , pedestrian can turn to moving direction smoothly.
Besides, we use a dynamical vision area in this paper, which is the hatching area in
figure 7. Only the pedestrians and walls located in Areai, which is the dynamical vision
area the pedestrian i, influence the moving direction. The set contains all neighbours of the
pedestrian i in Areai is
NAreai =
{
j, ~ei · ~ei,j < 0 or ~e 0i · ~ei,j < 0
}
. (22)
Here ~ei,j is the vector from the center of neighbours towards the center of the pedestrian i.
As for the walls, only when two vertices of a wall are both in Areai, this wall influences the
moving direction of the pedestrian i. Vision area of the pedestrian i is decided by his desired
moving direction ~e 0i and his actual moving direction ~ei. This means a pedestrian choose
the best moving direction according to the neighbours and walls located in the half area in
front of his moving direction and the half area in front of his desire moving direction. The
dynamical vision area is based on the idea that pedestrians will turn their heads to obtain
the environmental information of the areas in front of their desired moving directions if their
actual moving directions deviate from the desired moving directions. Using this dynamical
vision area can eliminate some unrealistic block occurred between agents when using fixed
vision area in the simulation.
Figure 7: Dynamical vision area. Xi is the position, Areai is the hatching area, ~e
0
i is the desired moving
direction towards the exit, and ~ei is the actual moving direction of pedestrian i.
These enhancements can almost eliminate the phenomena of backward movement and
“shaking” in the simulation, as shown in figure 8.
φ is defined as the angle between the the moving direction of a pedestrian and the x-axis..
As we can see in figure 8, the blue line (original model) shows strong fluctuation of the angle
over time compared with the red line (our extension).
In the next section we further show a systematic comparison of both models.
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Figure 8: Time serie of φ. φ is the angle between the the moving direction of a pedestrian and the x-axis.
4. Simulation results
In this section, the comparison and analysis of models with different shapes and different
direction sub-models are given. The simulations in this section are executed with Euler
scheme using a time step ∆t = 0.05 s. The update of the pedestrians is parallel in each
step.
First, we perform simulations in a 26 m corridor with periodic boundary condition and
measure the 1D fundamental diagram in a two meters long area located in the middle of
the corridor. The shape of agents in these simulations, as well as the direction sub-model,
are insignificant for the outcome of the simulation since pedestrians can not overtake others
walking in front. Hence, we can focus on the validation of the speed sub-model and the
relation between the velocity and the required spacing in front.
The values of parameters are shown in table 1. The desire speed of the pedestrians is
1.34 m/s. The shape of agents is circular with a constant radius a. The value of a is 0.18 m
and the value of T is 1.06 s, which are obtained from the linear relationship of required
length and velocity [26].
Table 1: Parameters of CVM in one-dimensional scenario
V 0 (m/s) a (m) T (s) k D (m) kw Dw (m)
1D 1.34 0.18 1.06 3.0 0.1 6.0 0.05
The simulation results in the 1D case are shown in figure 9. We realize that the obtained
1D fundamental diagram fit well with the experimental data.
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Figure 9: Velocity-density relation (fundamental diagram) in one-dimensional scenario, compared with
experimental data [27].
In the second step, we investigate the effect of the agent’s shape on the two-dimensional
fundamental diagram. The simulation scenario is a 26×1.8 m2 corridor with periodic bound-
ary conditions. We measure the 2D fundamental diagram of models which describing agent
with different shapes. We use three kinds of shapes here, circles with constant radius, el-
lipses with constant a and variable b as defined in Eq. (13) and ellipses with constant a and
variable b as defined in Eq. (14).
The value of V 0, a, T and parameters in direction sub-model are the same as in the
one-dimensional case. Table 2 summarizes the value of other parameters.
Table 2: Parameters of CVM in two-dimensional scenario
bmin (m) bmax (m) b function β γ
constant circle \ \ \ \ \
original ellipse 0.15 0.25 (13) \ \
new ellipse 0.15 0.25 (14) 50 0.1
The simulation results of 2D case are shown in figure 10. From figure 10, we can get the
result that the shape of agents in the model influence the fundamental diagram in the two-
dimensional scenario, especially in high-density area. The results obtained with constant
circle and ellipse with variable b defined as Eq. (13) both have deviation with experimental
data in high-density area while using ellipse with variable b defined as Eq. (14) can obtain
2D fundamental diagram which is closer to the experimental results. That means the new
function for b we proposed has a positive impact on the simulation result.
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Figure 10: Relation between flow and density (fundamental diagram) in two-dimensional scenario, compared
with experimental data obtained in the Hermes-project [28].
Then, we perform simulations in bottleneck scenarios [27]. We measure the relation
between the flow in the middle of the bottleneck and the width of the bottleneck which is
adjusted from 1.0 m to 2.5 m in our simulations. As we mentioned before, we can observe
some unusual behaviour during the simulation. Besides, we observe that the distribution of
the pedestrians in front the of bottleneck is different from the experiment. The new direction
sub-model proposed in the previous section can eliminate these unusual phenomena.
In order to compare the simulation results of original and new direction sub-model fairly,
we adjust the value of the parameter T to make the flow-width relation obtained from the
simulation results as close to the relation obtained from experimental data as possible. The
shape of the pedestrian in original and new model are both the new dynamical ellipse we
proposed in previous section, the value of a, bmin, bmax, β and γ are given in table 2, the
value of k, D, kw, Dw are provided in table 1. The desired speeds of the pedestrians are
Gaussian distributed with a mean of 1.34 m/s and a standard deviation of 0.26 m/s [29].
After validation, the value of T in the original model is 0.5 s and in the new model is 0.45 s.
The value of new parameter τ introduced in new direction sub-model is 0.3 s. The relations
obtained are shown in figure 11 and compared with experimental data. In figure 11 we can
find the relation obtained from simulation results of the original and new model both very
close to the experimental data.
Since the purpose of our extension is to eliminate backward movement and shaking
phenomenon. We compare two indexes to prove that our extensions are useful. The first
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Figure 11: Relation between the flow in the middle of the bottleneck and the width of bottleneck, compared
with experimental data[23].
one is the backward movement proportion
O =
N∑
i=1
Mi∑
k=0
Oi(k ·∆t)
N∑
i=1
Mi
, (23)
where ∆t is the time step size in the simulation, Mi ∗ ∆t is the simulation duration of
pedestrian i, N is the number of pedestrians in the simulation and
Oi(t) =
{
1, ~ei(t) · ~e 0i (t) < 0
0, else
, (24)
where ~ei(t) is the moving direction of pedestrian i. This definition means that when the
angle between the actual moving direction and the desired moving direction of a pedestrian
is greater than 90 degrees, we regard it as a backward movement.
We calculate the proportion of backward movement from the simulation results of the
original model and new model in bottleneck scenarios with different widths from 1.0 m to
2.5 m. The results are shown and compared in figure 12.
From figure 12, we can find that the proportion of backward movement significantly
decrease in the new model compared to the original model. Therefore our extension eliminate
the unrealistic backward movement.
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Figure 12: Proportion of backward movement in bottleneck scenarios with different widths from 1.0 m to
2.5 m.
The second index is the average angular variation in moving direction per pedestrian per
frame, which is presented as
Saverage =
N∑
i=1
Mi∑
k=1
Si(k ·∆t)
N∑
i=1
(Mi − 1)
(25)
with
Si(t) =
∣∣∠[~ei(t), ~ei(t−∆t)]∣∣ , (26)
where the definition of ∠
[
~ei(t), ~ei(t − ∆t)
]
is the angle between ~ei(t) and ~ei(t − ∆t). The
definition of moving direction ~ei(t) is the same as before. Si(t) is the absolute value of the
angle between moving direction in the current time step and the previous one. We compare
this index for the new model and the original model. The results are presented in figure 13.
It can be observed in figure 13 that in the new model the pedestrians change less their
direction than the pedestrians in the original model, which is in line with the fact that
pedestrians prefer to keep their direction instead of changing it. Compared within the
original model, agents no longer shake frequently.
Finally, we compare the spatiotemporal profile of bottleneck flow when the width is
1.2 m. In simulations, we let pedestrians appear in same positions and at same times
as in the experiment, in order to eliminate the impact of pedestrians’ initial distribution.
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Figure 13: Average angular variation in moving direction per pedestrian per frame in bottleneck scenarios
with different widths from 1.0 m to 2.5 m.
The profiles obtained from experiment, original speed model and new model are shown in
figure 14. Although profiles obtained from new model are still somewhat different from the
experimental results, a visible enhancement can be observed. The pedestrians do not deviate
strongly from the exit as it can be observed with the original model.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we generalize the collision-free model [18] by introducing several enhance-
ments and new components that lead to better dynamics. We firstly complete the collision-
free velocity model by introducing the influence of walls. Then, we generalize the definition
of the model in order to consider dynamical ellipse shapes of pedestrian’s projection on 2D
space, instead of the circular one. Hereby, we define the semi-axes of the ellipses such that
the two-dimensional fundamental diagram is well reproduced with respect to experimental
data. After introducing a new direction sub-model, we show quantitatively that the unreal-
istic behavior of the agents during simulations with the original model could be mitigated.
Simulation results show that the new direction sub-model can remove unrealistic backward
movement and undesired shaking behaviours without breaking the advantages of the original
model.
Our validation of the model was systematic, going from the fundamental diagram in
narrow corridors (1D) through fundamental diagrams in wide corridors (2d) to the flow-
width relation in bottlenecks. Although the generalized model produces better results,
there are still some problems that have not been solved yet. First of all, jamming arch
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(a) density, experiment (b) density, original model (c) density, new model
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(g) Specific flow, experiment (h) Specific flow, original model (i) Specific flow, new model
Figure 14: Spatiotemporal profile of bottleneck flow, the width of bottleneck is 1.2 m and pedestrians
through bottleneck from bottom to top.
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appears in bottleneck scenarios with a small width. Here, the collision-free nature of the
model favours excessive blocking of agents in front of the exit. Further investigations are
necessary to investigate an appropriate mechanism for dealing with arching. Besides, more
detailed validations will be done in future work.
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